Vistas store

Mobility canes
Support canes
Cane tips
Cane pouches
Cane accessories
Ambutech Aluminum Mobility Cane

Type: Folding
Sections: 5
Folds: 4 times
Joints: Conical shape
Tip style: Hook-on

Revolution Graphite Mobility Cane
Type: Folding
Sections: 5
Folds: 4 times
Joints: Slide in
Tip style: Slide over

Revolution ID Cane
Type: Folding
Sections: 7
Folds: 6 times
Joints: Slide in
Tip style: Slide over

Ambutech SUPPORT CANES

- Handle: T-Handle
Type: NON Folding

- Handle: C-Handle Support Cane

Type: NON Folding

Ambutech Folding Adjustable Support Cane
Type: folding
Sections: 4
Handle: t-handle

tips for ambutech mobility canes

Roller Marshmallow Hook Tip
item #23301

Orange Roller Marshmallow Hook Tip

Item #23304
Rolling Ball Hook Tip – item #23609

Red Rolling Ball Hook Tip – item #23606
High Mileage Hook Tip – item #23302

Metal Glide Hook Tip – item #23303
Pencil Hook Tip – item #23701

Slip on Roller Marshmallow Tip
item #23667

Rolling Ball Slip-on Tip – item #23608
Tips for Revolution Graphite Mobility Cane

SLIP ON ROLLER TIP – ITEM #23587
Slip on tear drop tip – item #23001

Slip on standard pencil tip – item #23906
Tips for Revolution ID Cane

Slip on id roller tip – item #23003

Slip on id pencil tip – item #23000

Mobility Cane Pouch
Blue denim cane pouch – item #23022

Black Leather cane pouch – Item #23901
Black leather Id cane pouch
item #23029

Blue denim id cane pouch – item #23030
Cane accessories

Elastic cord – item #23706

Sold per foot
White reflective tape – item #23651

Sold per foot

Red reflective tape – item #23652

Sold per foot